






that WILLIAM 2. FOSTER had been invited to Czechoslovakia
to take a cure for his ailment and also for recreation
purposes. The Communist Tarty letter further set out
FOSTER ‘

s legal fight to travel abroad. Also in the
mail directed to the German American'' was a picture
post card from EDDIE EMMERICH which was. postmarked
im Halle/Saaie, East Germany.

The purpose of the Arrangements Committee
meeting was to plan and organize an affair to be sponsored
by the ‘German American''" on Saturday, October 17, 1959,
at file foIonia Club

KURT SCHNEIDER and Mi SHBLLINGER engaged
in a discussion on how to title the affair in the
advertisements and the invitations. SCHNEIDER stated
‘'

:We can not mention the celebration of the tenth anniversary
of the German Democratic Republic for if we do, we may
get into trouble* '' REGINA B0ELXCKX stated that inasmuch
as the celebration will include photographs .and recordings
of Germany that it could be ‘called German Cultural
Evening, 1

' BOELICKI commented that the ACPFB recently
had planned a Cultural Evening' 5 but later had changed
the name of their celebration to "Gala Concert' 11 and
therefore it would be feasible for the '"German American
to utilize the title of Cultural Evening for the celebration
oil October

SCHNEIDER agreed that BOELICKI !

s suggestion
stating the the October 17, 1959, meeting staouB very well
be called a t;Cultural Evening^ as the photographs in the
exhibit at the meeting would show the economic and cultural
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the kitchen of the Polonla Club. BENNY MASKIEUICZ, x?ho

xs an employee of the Polonia Club, came over to their
table and started to flirt with REGINA. BENNY was in a
slightly

. intoxicated condition. He fold REGINA that he
had a box foil of currency that he desired to
contribute to "The Worker 5 Fund Drive and he handed
her a collection box which was later determined to
contain '$13

BENNY then showed BEGINA a torn page from the
"Boston American" edition of March 22, IS 58, page 5.

This page pictured BENNY and also one ARMANDO PEMBA*
who was described in the article as the undercover agent
of the FBI. BENNY made reference to PENHA as a "stooge".
He stated he neve?, trusted PENHA and described him as a
person who had "acted funny" and %ho always wanted
to know everything and to do everything—he wanted
to be everywhere- -I had the feeling that he was not
a comrade."

BENNY stated he had warned the State Committee
regarding PENHA but that they did not listen to him.
He commented that when he considers the situation he now
realizes how right he had been and that he knew PENHA
was a ^stooge" from the way he acted.

BOELICKI suggested that BENNY take better care of
the newspaper clipping as it was a document that might
be very valuable in a socialist star.-. She suggested
BENNY tape it together to preserve it. the other individuals
at the table read the clipping and gave it back to REGINA
who promised to tape the clipping and place it in a plastic
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these individuals whom THE
specific as to when they we
give dates as to when they
ould say was that he had at
Y said that he did not wish
he named, nor did he desir

give a' signed statement concerning any person whom he named,
he gave as a reason that he did not want to '’hurt

111 himself.

It is noted that TREMBLAY is 51 years of age, a bachelor, who
works as a messenger and bus boy at a restaurant in Hew Bedford,,

TREMBLAY can read and write very little, and was in special
classes in grade school from the second grade until he was 16
years of age when he left school.
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'Jan* 10j 1959 " industrial Party labor committee meeting
Meld at Ernest Audet 1 s house Saturday Jan# 10th at 7;00
ihM* -

^Thls committee comprises of selected members from Providence,
Pall River & Hew Bedford -

MPal & her group was unable to attend 'and those present
at this meeting, were - Homer Chace - Jim Rex. - Ernest Audet -
John Bovan - Walter & J.c, -

“Ernest Audet was chairman for this meeting - Homer spoke
first and defended his actions at the D# c* meeting held
Jan# k , 1959 * Homer said 1 am a top roan in Hew England for
the Party - in fact Ann Sc I are - Homer said - Ann & Otis
are trying to keep me on the outside they are not letting me
in on what is going on in the Party - Homer said - some time
ago I went to Ann & asked about the financial standing of
the Party - Ann said all 1 have is enough to pay you for
next week - of course Homer said I know they want to get rid
Off me but X will fight them - not for myself but because I
believe in a full timer wehter its me or someone else - Ann
did not tell me the truth because 1 later found out. that the
City Committee which is part of the psrfr and which Ann is in
charge of finance has $1060.00 in treasury - now is that fair
to me and other party members - X have an idea that they won f t
keep me after this month - Homer said when X went to Ann r s
house before the meeting - a Russian was there who had been
ai party member for many years and it was in his presence that
mn took exception to the soviet Union attitude towards the
Pasternak book and the Bulgarian situation - Ann Is not
serving the party as it should be represented * and that is
wliy t made those accusations at the District Committee*

r,

J. 0. told that that he disagreed with him on the entire
report as given - J* c* said how could, you ask anyone to
accept a report when you knew that in that report - many
things were acceptable but many more were not - it applied
to me and it must of applied to many more - if you broke up
the report in sections as you do agendas - you would get
somewhere - Homer disagreed with J.C# and said that he was
right in everything he proposed - Homer said do you know that
Ann - Otis - Boone - Landy - Fran - have been leaders of
a: large district longer than anyone has in the entire
country - they are beyond criticism - if you criticise one
the rest of the group will jump down your neck - J.c* -
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that Is part of your report which I agree with you *
John Bern® said - I believe In a change of leadership
and you (Homer) were right in your report as far as 2 was
concerned but I believe the selection of new leaders should
be left to a K» E* Convention -

"Audet said completely disagreed with Homer in attitude In
which his report was presented at the district meeting
and said that as far as he was concerned Ann was tops -

Homer said I don f t dispute that but - its getting to be a
closed coperatlon * I said * I agree with Audet - concerning
Ann - because to the Party she to me is the very foundation
in N. E* - but I must admit and agree with Homer that I will
oppose - bureaucratic rule in the party *

"Jim Hex * said - I knew all along that the Soviet Union was
right in the Pasternak: book and justified In their action In
Hungary - I am surprised Ann doesn* t go along with that ~

r,Bomer next reported on the National Convention and said - I
voted against holding the Bat* convention in nov* instead
of June - I believe June was originally set for the Convention
and I can 1 t see gaining anything to hold the Convention in
Nov* - My small group in New Hampshire voted along with me* -
and 1 have been instructed by the Bat* Committee to record
your vote for either June or Nov. John Hovan saw no point
in having the convention in June if it would iserve the party
better to hold it in Nov* - John said he was for Nov. but
would discuss it further with his group in B* I* - Homer
said - P* B* can record the vote now - J* C* said O.K. by me -

Audet said let us wait & discuss this further after all we
don 1 1 have to give an answer until Feb* 10th - and we could
give our vote result to Homer at the next D* C. meeting
Feb. 1st * Rex & J*C* agreed *

"The rest of meeting was spent discussing the labor problems
in the district and X reported about the latest activities in
the Teamsters - about the publicity in the Providence Journal
that appeared lately concerning the Teamsters * John Hovan
spoke about the Textile situation claiming that the Warasutta
Mills was moving out of Mass* because there was a shortage
of skill textile workers * John said that he left his
daughter in Sharon for Ben bandy's Party and said he met
Mary Fig* there helping out and said he spoke to her for some
time - Hovan said that Mary Fig * to him that Armand Penha -

was due to be dumped from his city Job - Mary said that
Penfea was being arrogant to his superior's and one in
particular & Mr, Cordelro - She further told John that when
Penha engages in an argument with his supperiors - he threatnes
to expose them as comunists.

- 4 -
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"Refreshments & lunch was served after the Besting - the
meeting was over at 10:00 p*m* 11

T TPATi

If there Is a photograph of the person named WALTER LNtJ
who attended the meeting at Pall River with JOHK HOVAN
on 1/10/58* it is recommended that the photograph of this
individual be forwarded to SA I l at Hew Bedford so
that it can: be shown to I i for identification purposes.


